We consider the partitioned scheduling problem of multimode real-time systems upon identical multiprocessor platforms. During the execution of a multimode system, the system can change from one mode to another such that the current task set is replaced with a new one. In this paper, we consider a synchronous transition protocol in order to take into account mode-independent tasks, i.e., tasks of which the execution pattern must not be jeopardized by the mode changes. We propose two methods for handling mode changes in partitioned scheduling. The first approach is an offline/optimal method (i.e., Mixed Integer Linear Programming)and computes a static allocation of tasks schedulable and respecting both tasks and transition deadlines (if any). The second approach is based on an online First Fit allocation and a sufficient schedulability condition in order to satisfy the timing constraints.
INTRODUCTION
Hard real-time systems require both functionally correct executions and results that are produced on time. Currently, numerous techniques exist that enable engineers to design real-time systems while guaranteeing that all their temporal requirements are met. These techniques generally model each functionality of the system by a recurrent task, characterized by a computing requirement and an activation rate. Commonly, real-time systems are modeled as a set of such tasks. However, some applications exhibit multiple behaviors issued from several operating modes (e.g., an initialization mode, an emergency mode, a fault recovery mode, etc.), where each mode is characterized by its own set of functionalities, i.e., its set of tasks. During the execution of such multimode real-time systems, switching from the current mode (called the old-mode) to another one (the newmode hereafter) requires to substitute the current executing task set with the set of tasks of the new-mode. There are tasks however -called mode-independent tasks in the literature -which should execute in every mode and such that multiprocessor platforms. Each mode is characterized by a static task partitioning, each processor has its own local and optimal scheduler (EDF typically). We consider synchronous mode change protocol and mode-independent tasks which cannot migrate across the platform. Our contributions are twofold and consist of proposing two methods for handling mode changes. The first method is offline/optimal and computes a static allocation of tasks schedulable and respecting both tasks and transition deadlines (if any). For that purpose, we propose a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP). The second approach is subjected to a sufficient condition in order to ensure an online First-Fit based allocation that will satisfy the timing constraints.
PROTOCOL DEFINITION AND PROPER-TIES

Software and hardware architecture
The software architecture is defined by a set of sporadic implicit-deadline tasks. Each task τi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n is defined by a worst-case execution time Ci, a minimal interval between two successive release Ti. Thus, τi generates an infinite collection of jobs and every job must be completed before the earliest next job release (i.e., implicit-deadline). The task utilization Ui =
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n is the fraction of time required by the task execution (upon a single processor). The platform utilization is defined by Usum = n i=1 Ui and the maximum task utilization is Umax = max n i=1 Ui. The multiprocessor platform is defined by m identical processors (π1, . . . , πm) with a shared memory. We assume that task allocations and preemptions are performed without any incurring cost. In practice, the corresponding delays are taken into account in the timing analysis of tasks (i.e., definition of worst-case execution times).
The different transitions between modes in the real-time software can be described by an directed graph. Vertices are the modes and directed edges are the transitions between a source mode and a destination mode. Edges are labeled by the worst-case transition delay L (i) between the two connected modes. According to the protocol that will be considered in this paper, the transition delay will only depend of the source mode whatever the destination mode (this will be discussed in details in the next section). That is the reason why labels L (i) on every edge are only indexed according to the source mode.
Usually, all possible transitions between modes can be defined at the design stage and thus such a graph is a priori known. We make no particular assumption on this graph that models all possible transition modes during the system life. 
Protocol definition and objective
The tasks are executed according to the system modes. Transitions between modes are initiated by a specific event called a mode change request (MCR). Mode independent tasks (MI tasks) are executed in every mode whereas mode dependent tasks (MD tasks) are executed in the mode in
L (4) Figure 1: Mode change transition graph example which they belong to. A mode dependent task τi is subjected to a transition deadline Di that ensures that the first job of τi must be completed after Di time units after a MCR initiating the mode in which τi belongs to. Such a deadline is used to take into account the mode transition latency (i.e., the delay to stop MD jobs after a MCR. After a MCR at time a, the first released job of the MD task τi must complete before time instant: a + Di (or equivalently must be released before time instant: a + Di − Ti). We consider synchronous mode-change protocol [14] . This means that whenever a MCR occurs, MD tasks in the running mode are no longer recurrent and the mode change is completed when all jobs of MD tasks are completed. At this time, the MD tasks of the new mode are then enabled simultaneously, i.e., those tasks can generate jobs (sporadically).
The system is characterized by a set I of MI tasks that will still running continuously after every MCR. After a MCR, every MD task is disabled. New tasks will be enabled when all old MD tasks will be completed. Thus, the task system and the synchronous mode change protocol lead to the following assumptions:
• every MI task is running in every mode and its processor allocation is known a priori and will never change at runtime.
• none of the MD tasks belongs to several modes.
We think that these assumptions correspond to many realworld applications. They allow to select which mode is activated according the environment whenever a MCR arises. Furthermore, as we shall see, it simplifies the definition of the mode transition change latency as it will be presented in Property 1.
In order to illustrate the synchronous protocol behavior, we present a simple example. Consider the tasks presented in Table 1 . Every task is assumed here to be allocated to a given processor and we consider that old mode tasks τ2 and τ4 and the MI task τ1 are scheduled using EDF on each processor. Processor π1 has a total utilization of 93% both in the old and new modes and processor π2 has a total utilization of 100% in the old mode and 80% in the new one. Figure 2 presents the EDF schedule on each processor assuming that a MCR arises at time 7. Up arrows represent task releases and down arrows represent deadlines. In Figure 
Figure 2: Mode change request with a synchronous mode change protocol upon 2 processors The two old mode tasks τ2 and τ4 complete their last jobs by time 11. So, at time 11 no more old mode job is pending.
The transition delay to switch in the new mode is equal to 4 units of time since the MCR. According to the synchronous mode change protocol, the new mode task τ5 is enabled at time instant 11 (and simultaneously released in our exemple). The relative transition deadline of τ5 is D5 = 11 and thus the first job of τ5 must be completed by time 18. As depicted in Figure 2 , all deadlines are met, including the transition deadline of τ5 since its first job is completed by time 15. The delay between a MCR and the current (last) MD job completion defines the transition latency delay, denoted L. Every MD task τi in the new mode must meet its transition mode deadline Di. Notice that from a given mode, several transition changes are possible as illustrated in Figure 1 (e.g., Mode 2 allows a transition to Mode 3 or to Mode 4). As a consequence, the transition latency delay L to consider for checking transition deadlines according to Definition 3 depends on the current running mode. Let us consider the Figure 1 to exhibit two possible cases for determining a worst-case transition delay upper bound. In the one hand, Mode 4 is the only predecessor of Mode 1, thus the worst-case transition delay for checking transition deadlines (i.e., Definition 3) is L (4) . In the other hand, Mode 4 has two possible predecessor modes: Mode 3 and Mode 2. At design stage the worst-case transition delay must be considered for checking transition deadlines. Hence, the worst-case transition delay for verifying the transition deadlines of MD task running in Mode 4 is defined by L = max(L (2) , L (3) ).
Transition latency delay upper bounds
In order to prove that new mode tasks meet their transition deadlines D , the transition latency delay need to be evaluated. Obviously, the transition latency delay depends on the time instant at which the MCR arises. Since MCR occurrences are unpredictable, we need to compute a transition latency delay upper bound. The assumptions that MI tasks are statically allocated and that none of the MD tasks belongs to several modes ensure that the transition delay in a given mode only depends of the MD tasks executed in that mode.
Property 1. In the given running mode, the transition latency delay L only depends on the tasks executed in the current mode, and as a consequence, is independent of MD tasks that will be started in a subsequent mode.
We now detail how to define an upper bound of the transition latency delay for a given running mode. In all notations hereafter, the index of the current running mode is not indicated to simplify notations. For each processor, two independent ways will be consider to define transition latency delay upper bounds. The smallest bound is valid for the considered processor.
For the first upper bound, we exploit the fact that all allocations are feasible by construction for each processor (i.e., the MILP solution). Thus, since task to processor allocations meet all timing requirements and at most one job of each MD tasks will be executed during the mode transition, then all the MD jobs will be completed by their deadline on each processor. Let Mi be the set of MD tasks assigned to πi in the current mode, a simple upper bound of the transition delay on processor πi is:
The second upper bound is defined by computing a worstcase busy period after a MCR. In the current mode, let Ii be the set of MI tasks allocated to πi, the transition latency delay Li in the current mode on processors πi depends on:
• the completion of every active MD job.
• the interference of MI tasks until all MD jobs are completed.
Since we consider partitioned scheduling, we can consider each processor separately and we know that in the worstcase, a MCR can arise when all MD tasks have been released and none of them has been scheduled. This delay is bounded by the length of the synchronous busy period of tasks allocated to πi (i.e., initiated by a critical instant) in which one job of each MD task has to be executed and the interference due to MI tasks. This corresponds to the smallest solution L
of the following fixed-point equation:
The transition latency delay upon processor πi in a given mode is bounded by:
It is simple to see that upper bounds 1 and 2 are incomparable: if relative deadlines are large numbers in comparison with execution requirements for every MD tasks, then the synchronous busy period will be shorter than all deadlines and hence UB
. Conversely, if they are small numbers, then the busy period will be longer than relative deadlines and as a consequence:
As a consequence, a transition delay upper bound from the current mode on the multiprocessor platform is defined by considering the maximum of the two previously proposed upper bounds:
Optimization problems
The objective is to allocate mode dependent tasks so that the transition latency delays upper bound L is minimized (i.e., Eq. 4). As shown in the previous section, the transition latency delay in a given mode only depends on the tasks executed in the current mode and thus, such an allocation is computed for each system mode.
We next present two different methods:
• offline and optimal method based on a Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP) for defining the offline MD task allocations in order to minimize the mode change latency delay and meet all timing constraints.
• online method in which MD task allocations are performed by an online algorithm and we provide a sufficient schedulability test that can be checked offline (i.e., at the design stage of the system).
EXACT OFFLINE ALLOCATION
Allocating implicit-deadline tasks to identical processors is a bin packing problem known to be N P-hard [4] . Mathematical programming is a common way to model and solve optimally such problems. In the real-time scheduling literature, mixed linear programming has been investigated for checking feasibility of uniprocessor real-time scheduling problems [15, 3, 17] [2] . To the best of our knowledge, mathematical programming has never been studied for analyzing real-time systems subjected to mode changes. We shall define a MILP for each mode that computes the MD task allocation while minimizing the transition latency delay L from the considered mode. Transition deadlines are then checked using the optimal value L computed by the MILP (i.e., transition timing constraints in Definition 3).
The proposed MILP tackles with two sets of constraints:
• Constraints ensuring feasible task assignment: every MD task is assigned to a processor and the utilization of every processor is less than or equal to 1.
• Constraints related to transition delay upper bound.
We now details these two sets of constraints in separate sections, then the whole MILP will be presented. Table 2 summarizes notations that are used hereafter.
Feasible allocation
Let y i be a binary variable such that y i = 1 if MD task τ ( ∈ M ) is allocated to πi, 0 otherwise. In order to ensure that every MD task will be allocated upon only one processor, the following constraint must be checked:
Furthermore, every processor must satisfy that the total utilization of allocated MD and MI tasks is less than or equal to 1:
Transition delay upper bounds
As shown in Equation 4 , the upper bound of the transition delay is computed as the minimal value between two distinct upper bounds. We first present them separately, and then we shall present how to extend these constraints in order to model the choice of the minimal value among UB 1 i and UB 2 i on every processor πi.
Let L ∈ R be the optimized value of the transition delay upper bound. Since UB
We now consider UB 2 i defined in Equation 3. Due to ceiling functions, UB 2 i is not linear and furthermore corresponds to the maximum of the smallest solutions of a fixed-point equations (Li). The linearization of Li is based on the techniques introduced by [15] . Let xj ∈ N, modeling the number of jobs of a MI task τj interfering in the transition delay.
Cj corresponds to the worst-case interference in interval of time [0, Li). Since Li will be minimized for each processor (i.e., the busy period length), then xj =
. Thus, the longest busy period then corresponds to the complete execution of MD jobs that is equal to ∈M y i C , plus the interference of MI tasks:
∈I i x C . Such a busy period will be completed by time xjTj (i.e., before the release of subsequent jobs) and leads to an additional constraint in the mathematical program.
For convenience, we define Li as the busy period length on processor πi. Li does not correspond to a variable in the mathematical program, but every time Li will be used it will be replaced by the right-hand side of the following equation:
Hence, the constraint checking the end of the longest busy period can be stated as:
The last problem is now to compute for every processor πi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m which upper bound among UB1 and UB2 will lead to the smallest value of L. The corresponding constraints are disjunctive: Li ≥ UB1 or Li ≥ UB2. Such disjunctive constraints can be represented by linear constraints with a binary variable. Let pi ∈ {0, 1} and HV be an arbitrary high value, then the previous disjunctive constraint is modeled by the two linear constraints:
The disjunction of the two previous constraints is obtained as follows: if pi = 1 then the second constraint is always satisfied and thus only the first one is taken into account while computing the optimal solution; if pi = 0, it is the reverse situation and thus the second constraint is effective during the optimization process. Now, replacing UB 1 i and UB 2 i by their corresponding values, the final set of constraints is finally obtained:
MILP formulation
Constraints defined in previous sections are now merged to define the complete MILP formulation in Figure 3 . We remove Li's by their definitions everywhere that have been used. Let n be the number of tasks in the considered mode: n = |I| + |M |, the MILP has: • m(|I| + |M | + 2) constraints,
• m(|M | + 1) binary variables,
• |M | integer variables,
Hence, the number of variables and constraints are polynomially bounded in the size of the input problem (i.e. platform and task set sizes for the considered mode). The MILP is solved for every existing mode at the design stage. The corresponding allocation tables are then stored in the system memory and used at running time for allocating MD tasks of the new mode whenever a MCR transition phase is completed.
Case study
In order to illustrate the problem and the proposed methods, we shall consider a simple case study. The case study is voluntary keep as small as possible to be easily checked by hand. The platform is composed of two-identical processors. The system is based on two distinct running modes. The system is started in the first mode and then alternates indefinitely between the two modes as depicted in Figure 4 . The task set is defined by: 4 mode-independent (MI) tasks I = {τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4} and 6 mode-dependent (MD) tasks with in Mode 1: D1 = {τ5, τ6, τ7, τ8, τ9} and in Mode 2: D2 = {τ10}. The allocation of mode independent tasks is static and known a priori. The total utilization of MI tasks are respectively 0.66 for π1 and 0.36 for π2. Tasks parameters are summarized in Table 3 . The mathematical program defined in Figure 3 has been solved for the task set presented in Table 3 in order to compute the optimal allocation of MD tasks for the two modes. We used Gurobi 5.5 optimization solver [1] to solve MILP models. 
Mode 1 and transition delay
For the first mode, the MILP leads to the following MD task allocations:
• upon π1, the allocated MD tasks are: M1 = {τ5, τ6}, its total utilization with MI tasks is 0.941666 . . ..
• upon π2, the allocated MD tasks are: M2 = {τ7, τ8, τ9}, its total utilization with MI tasks is 0.60333 . . ..
The computed optimal transition delay upper bound is L = 40, corresponding to the saturated constraint on UB 1 2 , that is the maximal period of the MD tasks allocated upon π2 (i.e., τ5). The constraint related to UB 1 1 is saturated for task τ9 which has the greatest period among tasks allocated to π1. Table 4 gives the values of the transition latency delay upper bound for every processor. In this case study, since MD task periods are small, UB 1 i dominates UB 2 i for both processors πi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2. As a consequence, the values related to UB 2 i presented in Table 4 have been computed using fixed point equations since the corresponding constraints are not saturated in the final program due to disjunctive constraints (i.e., p1 = p2 = 0 in the optimal program).
According to the worst-case transition delay computed by the MILP, τ10's transition deadline (i.e., D10 = 150) must be checked. The MILP solution guarantees that the EDF will schedule all the tasks in the new mode. Thus, the sufficient condition to check this transition deadline is satisfied: L + T10 = 40 + 100 ≤ D10.
Mode 2 and transition delay
According to total utilizations of MI task on each processor, the unique MD task (namely τ10) has an utilization of 0.5 and thus can only be allocated on π2. Hence, the MILP solver allocates τ10 to π2 leading to the transition delay upper bound L = 85. This value corresponds to the second bound UB 2 2 : the length of the synchronous busy period on π2 (i.e., the interference of the MI tasks τ3 and τ4 during the completion of τ10). In this case, the upper bound corresponding to the maximum of MD task periods UB Table 4 .
To complete the case study in the offline setting, MD task transition deadlines must be checked. Using the transition delay L = 85, one can easily check that the transition deadlines of {τ5, τ6, τ7, τ8, τ9} are all satisfied.
ONLINE ALLOCATION
Linear programs can be solved in polynomial time but introducing binary or integer variables in the math programming model leads to a strongly N P-hard problem. Thus, solving such large-scaled optimization problems is quite difficult in practice and the MILP solver is not able to converge to integral values of decision variables nor to establish optimality conditions. Another drawback of the offline approach is that task allocation tables corresponding the different system modes must be stored in the memory of the real-time system.
Two main approaches can be used to cope with largescaled optimization problems:
• defining an offline heuristics (with a reasonable time complexity losing optimality) for solving the original allocation problem such as simulated annealing or genetic algorithms. As in the exact method, a static allocation table stores the mapping of all tasks.
• using online allocation algorithms such as well-known online bin packing heuristics [6] and providing conditions ensuring feasibility at runtime. In this case whenever a MCR occurs, the tasks to be started in the new mode are allocated with an online algorithm that is executed when the last task running in the old mode completes.
The latter approach is investigated hereafter assuming that (i) EDF is locally used on every processor to schedule the tasks and (ii) MD task allocations is performed by the First-Fit algorithm [7] . First-Fit processes tasks by allocating each MD task on the first processor into which it fits without exceeding its capacity. As in the offline setting, we assume that MI tasks are statically allocated and are not allowed to migrate at runtime. We make no particular assumption about the algorithm used to allocate MI tasks.
Two problems need to be solved in order to use online allocation after a MCR:
• the computed allocation must be feasible. We shall use the results presented in [7] for checking that allocations will lead to feasible schedule on each processor.
• the mode transition delay must be bounded in order to ensure that transition deadlines will be met for every MD task. We will define an algorithm that will solve several mathematical programs (i.e., one for each processor) for computing a transition delay upper bound of the platform.
We detail the solution to these problems in the two next sections.
Feasible allocation
A reasonable allocation algorithm is one which fails to allocate a task only when there is no processor in the system which can hold it. MI tasks are statically allocated by designers and MD tasks are allocated by the First-Fit Decreasing. So, such an allocation of the tasks can always correspond to a First-Fit allocation. Since tasks can be renumbered so that the considered allocation correspond to a First-Fit allocation. As a consequence, the overall allocation process (MI and MD tasks) is reasonable. This property will allow to use known feasibility results on EDF scheduling of partitioned multiprocessor real-time systems.
Utilization bounds of bin packing algorithms have been studied in [7] for real-time implicit-deadline sporadic tasks. Precisely, let β be the maximum number of tasks of utilization factor Umax which can fit into one processor under EDF scheduling:
The maximum utilization bound of any reasonable algorithm, First-Fit and Best-Fit is [7] is defined:
Such a maximum utilization bound is tight for reasonable algorithms including First-Fit and Best-Fit [7] . So, there exists task set having a total utilization just beyond that bound cannot be partitioned over the processors. But, any task set having a total utilization less than or equal to this tight utilization bound is guaranteed to be feasible under EDF scheduling.
The sufficient schedulability test stated in Inequality (12) will be used to check whether a processor allocation will lead to a feasible EDF schedule or not.
Transition latency upper bound
The second concerns is to compute the upper bound of any mode transition delay. Since online allocations are used whenever a MCR occurs, it is not possible to predict which allocation will define the worst-case transition delay at runtime. As a consequence, we need to define an upper bound of the mode transition delay while considering all possible MD task allocations. For that, we first compute the worst-case allocation of MD tasks for every processor πi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Let Mi the subset of MD tasks allocated on processor πi using such a principle, we then compute the worst-case delay Li using Equation 2. The upper bound of the transition delay will be the longest computed delay among all Li, 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
We will see that choosing which MD tasks have to be considered is equivalent to solve a knapsack problem.
As shown previously, the transition delay only depends on the MD tasks currently running before a MCR. It follows from Equation 2 that Li is non-decreasing, and hence will be maximized when the cumulative length of MD tasks allocated to πi is as large as possible. For every processor πi, we have to compute which subset of Mi ⊆ M maximizes the length of selected tasks: zi = ∈M i C . Before detailing how to compute zi using mathematical programming, we summarize the overall approach for a given mode in Algorithm 1.
Computing a subset of Mi ⊆ M that maximizes the length of selected old jobs is equivalent to solve 0-1 knapsack problem. We recall the problem definition: given a knapsack with maximum capacity W , and a set S consisting of n items, each item i has some weight wi and benefit value bi (all wi , bi and W are positive numbers), the problem to solve is: how to pack the knapsack to achieve maximum total value of packed items? This latter problem is known to be N P-hard in the weak sense and can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time with dynamic programming [9] . So, large-scaled instances can be efficiently solved. Numerous techniques have been proposed for solving efficiently this combinatorial problem. Since the problem will be solved offline, we focus on exact methods.
We describe a mathematical formulation of selecting a subset of MD tasks leading to the longest transition delay on a given processor πi subjected that such the computed allocation leads to a feasible schedule (i.e., the processor utilization is less than or equal to one). In the worst-case, exactly one job of the MD task of the old mode must be completed. Thus, the objective is to:
The constraint to enforce the selected MD tasks are feasible with preallocated MI tasks is:
We next provide the mathematical program for computing zi: let y be a binary variable equals to 1 if τ ∈ M is in the selected subset, 0 otherwise and let Ii be the set of MI tasks statically allocated to πi. The available utilization on πi before allocating MD tasks is bounded by 1 − ∈I i U . Thus, the optimization problem is to maximize the total length of selected job subjected to the constraint that the total utilization of allocated tasks upon πi is not greater than one (i.e., EDF can produce a feasible schedule upon πi). The corresponding mathematical program is presented in Figure 5 .
Case study
We illustrate the principles previously presented on the case study presented in Table 3 for Modes 1 and 2. In both cases, the sufficient feasibility condition of the online allocation process must be established and the transition delay upper bound must be computed to verify if MD task transition deadlines will be met at runtime. = 1.75. Thus, the proposed allocation algorithm based on First-Fit allocation of MD tasks will always be able to allocate MD tasks if EDF is used on each processor since Usum = 1.545 ≤ 1.75.
Checking transition deadlines. The MD tasks starting in the Mode 1 will be delayed be the completion of task completed in Mode 2 after a MCR. As shown previously, τ10 is the unique MD task in that mode and can only be allocated on π2. Thus, there is no subset selection problem and the unique solution is z2 = C10 = 50. Inserting such a value in the fixed point equation (i.e. Equation 3) leads to: L2 = 85. Notice that such computations have already been done while analyzing the processor π2 in the Offline Method and we already concluded that transition deadlines of tasks {τ5, τ6, τ7, τ8, τ9} are satisfied while switching from Mode 2 to Mode 1.
Validation of Mode 2
FF/EDF Feasibility. In Mode 2, the operational task set is defined by Umax = 1/2 and Usum = 1.5333 . . .. Hence, β = 2 and the maximum utilization allowed by the Lopez's et al. sufficient schedulability condition is Checking Transition deadlines. The transition delay upper bound while launching MD tasks in Mode 2 is only due to the previous running mode before starting this new mode. In the case study, the predecessor of Mode 2 is the Mode 1. Hence, the transition delay upper bound will be computed as follow according to the tasks to stop in the first mode:
• Processor π1: two MI tasks are preallocated (i.e. • Processor π2: τ3 and τ4 are now preallocated and have a cumulative utilization equal to 0.36. Thus, the maximum possible cumulative utilization for MD tasks upon π2 is bounded by 0.63. The solver selects all MD tasks and the objective function is maximized for z2 = 14. Thus, solving the fixed-point equation leads to L2 = 49.
Hence, L = max(L1, L2) = 50. This worst-case delay can be incurred whenever a mode change from Mode 1 to Mode 2 occurs. Thus, only task τ10 is concerned by this transition delay before starting the Mode 2. The transition deadline of τ10 is 150 and the sufficient condition L + T10 = 50 + 100 ≤ D10 is satisfied.
CONCLUSION
We presented two methods for handling mode changes in partitioned scheduling upon multiprocessor platform. Tasks are scheduled using the EDF scheduling policy on every processor. We consider two kinds of implicit-deadline tasks: mode independent tasks that are executed in all modes and mode dependent tasks that are run in a single mode. The considered mode change protocol is synchronous meaning that it stops any mode dependent tasks before launching the tasks in the new mode. This behavior ensures a temporal isolation of mode dependent tasks running in different modes. The first method is offline and computes a static allocation of MD tasks upon each processor and for each mode. The transition delay upper bounds for switching from the one mode to the subsequent one have been proposed. A transition delay is incurred by the new mode dependent task that must meet their transition deadlines. In the second approach we provide sufficient conditions for verifying that online First-Fit based allocation of mode dependent tasks will lead to feasible schedules and allow to satisfy task transition deadlines. Both approaches have been completely illustrated on a simple case study.
In future work, we want to extend the methods for allowing Mode Independent task to migrate when a mode change is occurring. This should allow a higher utilization of the platform and also manage the workload balancing upon processors. Another perspective is to consider tasks with constrained and arbitrary deadlines.
